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1. TNTRODU~TI~N 
Let G be a group with the lower central series G = G, 2 G, 2 ... 
?G,,?G,,+i?.... Denote by 
w,(G) = C 6 sY’(GJGi+ 1). 
i=l 
where C runs over all non-negative integers a,, u2,..., a, such that 
Cy= i iui = m, and SZ.F(GJG,+ ,) is the a,th symmetric power of the abelian 
group GtlGi + 1 and SpO(GJG,+,) = iZ. Let ZG be the group ring of G over Z, 
and Z=Z(G) the augmentation ideal of ZG. We put Q,,,(G) =Zm/Z” for 
natural integers m and n with m < 12, and in particular Q,,,(G) = em,,,+ r(G). 
Then it is well known that Q,(G) g W,(G) for any group G, Losey [2] 
proved that Q*(G)= W,(G) for any finitely generated group G, and we [9] 
proved that Q3(G) g W,(G)/R, for any finite group G, where R, is a 
subgroup determined exactly in IV,(G), from which we determined 
completely the fourth dimension subgroup D,(G). Recently Sandling and 
Tahara [7] have proved that Q,(F) g W,(F) for any free group F and any 
m> 1. 
In this paper we give a canonical isomorphism 
for any finite group G, where v(G) is the free abelian group generated by a 
set in one-to-one correspondence with a basis of the finite abelian group 
W,(G), and Rf is a subgroup determined exactly in v(G) 0 W,(G). As its 
application we can determine the structure of Q,(G) and the fifth dimension 
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subgroup D,(G). On the other hand, let G be any group. Then Sjogren [8] 
obtained a bound c, for the exponent of D,(G)/G, for all n, and in particular 
c5 = 48, where D,(G) is the n th dimension subgroup of G. Now we can show 
that the exponent of D,(G)/G5 is divisible by 6 = 3!, which will be the best 
bound for the exponent of D,(G)/G,. 
In Section 2, following Losey [3] we list notation and preliminary results 
we use here. Let G be a finite group with a finite N-series G = H, 2 H, 2 . . . 
‘>H,2H,,,,= I, and /1, be the ideal spanned over Z by all products 
(g, - l)(g, - 1) ..a (g, - 1) with CT= i w(gJ > k. Section 3 we find a system 
of canonical Z-generators of /i 5. In Sections 4 and 5 we determine the 
structure of /1 r/11 3, and /1 J-4 4 and II ,//1 5, respectively. As its application of 
the main theorem we determine completely G n { 1 + n 5 }, and we show that 
the exponent of G n ( 1 + /1 5}/HS is divisible by 6 = 3! in the final section. 
Also we give a problem on dimension subgroups, which is a generalization 
of the work of Cohn [ 11, Quillen [6], and Sjogren [8] if it is affirmatively 
proved. 
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let c, d be natural integers. We denote by (c, d) the greatest common 
divisor of c and d, and put (f)=d(d- 1)e.e (d-c+ l)/c(c- I).+* 1. 
Let A be an abelian group. Then @“(A) = A@‘/J, where A@” is the n th 
tensor product of A and J is the subgroup of A@” generated by all elements 
xl 0 x2 0 .a+ 0 x, -x,(i) 0 x,(~) 0 ... 0 x0(,,) for xi, x2,..., x, E A, and 
cr E S, , the symmetric group. Sp”(A) is called the n th symmetric power of A. 
In particular put Sp’(A) = Z. Denote by xi V x2 V em* V x, the class in 
Sp”(A) to which xi @ x2@ .ss 0 x, belongs. 
For studies of dimension subgroups we may restrict the groups to finite p- 
groups by Higman’s reduction theorem [4, Theorem 3.11. Hence from now 
on we suppose that G is a finite group and G has a finite N-series 8: 
G=H,zH,z... ~H,,lH,,,,= 1, that is, a series of normal subgroups 
H, such that [H,, H,] E Hi+, for all i, j. Then we put 
w,(B) = 2 6 SP”(Hi/Hi+ 11, 
i=l 
where C runs over all non-negative integers a,, a2 ,..., a, such that 
CT!, iu, = m. For simplicity, we put W,,, = W,(B) for the fixed N-series 8. 
In particular if the N-series 5 is the lower central series of G, we put 
W,(B) = W,(G) as in the Introduction. 
On the other hand, following Losey [3], we introduce a uniqueness basis 
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for G relative to 8. The N-series induces a weight function w on G: for any 
element x of G 
w(x) = k @EH,-ffH,+,) 
=U3 (x = I). 
Define a family {Ak}FEO of ideals of ZG as follows. A, is spanned over 7 by 
all products (g, - l)(g, - 1) .a. (g, - 1) with ,YJj”=i w(gj) 2 k. Then nk is an 
ideal of ZG withA,=ZG,/l,=Z,li,?Zk andAi./ijclii+jfor all i,j>O. 
The filtration {Ilk}?==, is called the canoniculj?lfration ofZ(G) with respect to 
$j. If x # 1, define O*(X) to be the order of the coset X= xZZ,(,,+, in 
H,,,(X)/H,,,CX) + , . Each quotient Hi/Hi+ , is a finite abelian group whose 
operation is denoted additively, and hence there exist elements xi,, xi*,..., 
xiACi) with Xii = xijHi+ 1 such that any element g E Hi/Hi+, can be uniquely 
written in the form 
g’ U( l)fir + U(2)fi* + ‘.’ + U(L(i))XiA.l(i)) 
where 0 < a(j) < o*(xij) for all j. Moreover, we choose Xii SO that O*(Xij) 
divides o*(xij+ r). Set @ = {xijli = 1, 2 ,..., n, j= 1, 2 ,..., L(i)}. Order Q, by 
setting Xij < xk, if i < k or i = k and j < 1. Then every element g E G can be 
uniquely written in the form . 
g = fi xyxy . . . g$/; 
w> 
i=l 
for some integers aii with 0 < aij < O*(Xij), 1 < i < n, 1 < j < L(i), where n 
runs in order of increasing i from left to right. The ordered set @ is called a 
uniqueness basis for G relative to 8. Put m = x1=, J.(i), and consider an m- 
sequence a = (aij) = (ali ,..., ail(,), a2, ,..., azAC2) ,..., anI ,..., anlfn)) for non- 
negative integers aij. The set of all m-sequences is naturally well ordered, 
that is, we define a = (aij) < /3 = (Z?,) if there exist k and 1 with 1 < k < n 
and l<j<A(k) such that aij=Pij (l<i<k-1, l<j<n(i)), ati=Pki 
(1 <j< I- l), and ak/ <Pkl. An m-sequence a = (aij) is basic if 0 < ai, < 
o*(xij) for all i and j. It follows from the uniqueness of the expression (#) 
that there is a bijection between the elements of G and the basic m- 
sequences. The weight W of an m-sequence a = (atJ) is defined to be 
W(a) = C w(xijhj = C ia,. 
l<i<n l<i<n 
I<j<lW) l<i<.a(n) 
Given an m-sequence a = (aij) we define the proper product P(a) E ZG by 




where n runs in order of increasing i from left to right. If W(a) > k, then 
P(a) E Ak. If a is a basic m-sequence, then P(a) is called a basic product. 
We introduce a notation for cutting an element of G modulo a desire 
subgroup Hi. Let pi(g) be the product of weight i in the expression (#), and 
pi(g) the coset of pi(g) modulo Hi+ 1. 
We have the following three lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.1. Any element g E G can be written uniquely in the form (#), 
and g - 1 is represented in a Z-linear combination of basic products as 
folio ws : 
x (Xi2 - l)OiZ . . . (xil(i) - lpi), 
where C runs over all integers pij with 0 Q pij Q aij. In particular, for any 
element x E G and any natural integer d we have 
k=I 
LEMMA 2.2. If G is a group, then it follows that for any element x, y E G 
(Y-l)(x--1)=(x-l)(Y-1)+([y,x]-l)+(x-l)([y,x]-1) 
+(Y-l)([Y~xl-1)+(x--l)(Y-l)([Y,x]--), 
where [y, x] = y-‘x-‘yx. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let d be a non-negative integer. Zf G = H, 2 H, 2 
H, Z, H, 2 H, = 1, then we have 
(1) [shh’] = [x,hl[x,h’l (x E G, h, h’ E H,), 
(2) [x, y]“= [x9 Ydl[X, Y, Yl-%, Y, Y, ,I-(!) 
= [Xd, y][x, y,x]-(Qx, y,x,x]-(:) 
(x, Y E ‘3, 
(3) b~Y,Zld= Ixd,Y,zl[Y,x,x,zl(~) 
= [X,Yd41[Y9X,Y,Zl(~) (x, Y, z E G), 
= [x,YJ”][Y,x,z,z](~) 
(4) [x,~,hl[~,h,xl[h,x, Y] = 1, (x, Y E G, h E Hz). 
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Proof: (1) is clear. By induction on d and by (1) we have 
[x, y”] = [x, yd-‘Y] = 1x7 Y][& Yd-‘I[& yd-‘, Yl 
= 1x3 Yl”lX9 Y9 VI cd;’ )+d-l[X, y, y, y](d;l)+(d;l > 
= [x, yld[x, y, Y$)[X, Y1 Y, Y](q). 
The second part of (2) follows from the above. Part (3) follows easily from 
(1) and (2). Q.E.D. 
3. THE STRUCTURE OF A, (1 < k < 5) 
It is clear that rank,(A,) = ] G 1 - 1 for any finite group G and all k > 1, 
and Losey [3] determined the Z-basis of A,, A z and A j. We [9] gave a 
system of Z-generators of (i,. We repeat them here, and we give a system of 
Z-generators of A 5 to determine the structure of A J/1 5. 
For simplicity we put A( 1) = s, A(2) = t, A(3) = u, L(4) = o; o*(xiJ = d(i) 
(1 < i < s), o*(xzi) = e(i) (1 < i < t), O*(Xji) = f(i) (1 < i ,< u), O*(Xdi) = g(i) 
(1 < iQ v). 
Then we have 
LEMMA 3.1 [3, Lemma4]. A, has a Z-free basis consisting of basic 
products distinct from 1. 
LEMMA 3.2 [3, Lemma 61. A, has a Z-free basis consisting of 
(1) (xii- l)d”‘, 1 <i<s; 
(2) P(a), a basic, W’(a) > 2. 
LEMMA 3.3 [3, Lemma 71. A, has a Z-free basis consisting of 
(1) (xii- l)d”‘, d(i)>3, l<i<s; 
(2) (xzi - l)eCi), 1 < i Q t; 
(3) d(i)(x,i-l)(x,j-l), l<i<j<s; 
(4) P(a), a basic, W(a) > 3. 
LEMMA 3.4 [9, Lemma 41. A, has a system of Z-generators consisting of 
(1) (xii - l)d”‘, d(i) > 4, 1 < i Q s; 
(2) (xzi - 1 )eci), 1 < i < t; 
(3) (xJi- lr”‘, l,<i<u; 
(4) (xii - l)d”‘(~,j - l), d(i) > 3, 1 < i < j < s; 
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C5) txli- l)(xlj- l)d’j’, d(j) > 3, 1 < i < j < s; 
(6) (d(i), e(j))(x,, - l)(+ - 11, 1 < i & s, 1 < j < t; 
(7) d(i)(X,i-l)(X,j-1)(X,,-l), l~i~j~kgs; 
(8) P(a), a basic, W(a) > 4. 
Now we have the following 

















(xii - l)d”‘, d(i) > 5, I < i < s; 
(XZi - lyy e(i) 2 3, 1 < i < t; 
(Xji - l)f”‘, 1 < i < 24; 
(Xdi - l)g”‘, 1 < i < v; 
(xii - l)d”‘(x,j - l), d(i) > 4, 1 < i < j < s; 
(xii - l)(xrj - l)d(j), d(j) > 4, 1 < i < j < s; 
(Xii - l)d”‘(X*j - l), d(i) > 3, 1 < i < S, 1 < j < t; 
(Xii - 1)(x, - 1 )e(j), 1 < i < s, 1 < j < t; 
(d(i), f(j))(x,i - l)(xjj - 1)~ 1 < i < 83 1 <j < U; 
e(i)(xzi-l)(X,j-l), l<i<j<t; 
(Xii - l)d”‘(XIj - 1)(x1/( - l), d(i)>3, 1 <i<j<k<s; 
(Xii - l)(XIj - l)d’j’(X,, - l), d(j)>3, l<i<j<k<s; 
Cxli - l)(xlj - l)txlk - l)d’k’, d(k)>3, 1 <i<j<k<s; 
(d(i), e(k))(xli - l)(~,~ - 1)(x,, - l), 1 < i < j < s, 1 < k < t; 
d(i)(xli - l)(~,~ - l)(xlk - 1)(x,, - l), 1 < i < j < k < I < s; 
P(a), a basic, W(a) > 5. 
ProoJ The elements of types (l)-(8), (1 l)-( 13), and (16) clearly lie in 
A 5. We show that the elements of type (9) lie in A 5, the other cases being 
similar. The element 
cxli _ l)d(O(X,, - 1) = _ '(El 
h=l 
+ (Xyi” - l)(X,j - 1) 
lies in A, for 1 < i < s, 1 Q j< U. Each of terms (xii - 1)*(x3, - 1) with 
h>2 and (xfj” - 1)(x3, - 1) belong to A,, and hence 
d(i)(xli - l Nx3j - 1) E A,. Similarlyf(j)(x,, - l)(xu - 1) E A 5. Thus, (d(i), 
f(j))(x,, - l)(xjj - 1) E A5 - 
Next we show that the elements of types (l)-( 16) span A, over Z. Let a 
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be an m-sequence with W(a) > 5, and by induction on a we may suppose 
that for all /3 < a with W(D) > 5, P@) is a Z-linear combination of elements 
of types (l)-(16). If a is basic, then P(a) is of type (16), and we are done. 
So assume that a is not basic, then P(a) = P(a,)(x - l)d P(a,), where x E @, 
d = o*(x), and x - 1 is not involved in P(a,). If W(a,) + W(a,) $4 or 
w(x) > 5, then 
Therefore, P(a) is expressed as a Z-linear combination of proper products 
P@), /I < a, W(J) > 5, and we are done. Thus, we may assume that W(a,) + 
W(a,) < 3 and w(x) < 4. Now we examine the cases corresponding to each 
of the possible values for W(a,) + W(a,). If W(a,) + W(a,) = 0, then 
P(a) = (x - l)d, which is one of types (l)-(4). Suppose W(a,) + W(a,) = 1. 
Then P(a) = (xii- l)d(~,j- 1) with x =Xli, x,~E @; or P(a) = 
(xii - 1)(x - I)d, xii E @. If P(a) = (xii - I)d(~lj - l), then P(a) is of type 
(5). Assume P(a) = (xii - 1)(x - l)d. If w(x) = 1, then P(a) is of type (6). If 
w(x) = 2, then P(a) is of type (8). If w(x) = 3, then we have x = x3j for some 
j, and P(a) = -Ci=: ( If)(xli - l)(~~~ - 1)” + (xii - l)(Xij - 1) is a Z-linear 
combination of elements of types (9) and (16). If w(x) = 4, then P(a) is 
similarly a E-linear combination of elements of type (16). Suppose W(a,) + 
W(a,) = 2. Then there are five cases, and we deal with the case P(a) = 
(x - l)d(~Zj - 1); the other cases being similar. If w(x) = 1, then x = xii for 
some i, and P(a) is of type (7). If w(x) = 2 and x = xzi < xzj, then P(a) = 
-C;f:: (;f )(xzi - l)h(~Zj - 1) + (xti - l)(Xlj - 1) is a Z-linear combination 
of elements of type (10) and P@), /I < a, W@?) > 5. Suppose W(a,) + 
W(a,) = 3. Then there are nine cases, and, for example, we deal with two 
cases P(a) = (xii - l)d”‘(~,j - l)(xlk - 1)(x,, - 1) and P(a) = (xii - 1) 
(Xlj - l)(Xlk - 1)(x - 1)d. Let P(a) = (xii - l)d”’ (x,j - l)(xlk - 1) 
(xi, - 1). Then P(a) = --C;f”);‘(“y’) (xii - I)h(~V - l)(xlk - 1)(x,, - 1) + 
(xfy.’ - l)(Xij - 1)(X1/( - 1)(x,, - 1) is a Z-linear combination of elements of 
types (15) and (16), and P(@), p < a, W(@ >, 5. Next let P(a) = 
Cxli - l)txlj - lNxlk - 1)(x - l)d. Then if w(x) = 1, then we have x=x1, 
for some I, and P(a) is a Z-linear combination of elements of type (15) and 
Pp), /I < a, W(j?) > 5. If w(x) > 2, then P(a) is a Z-linear combination of 
elements of type (16). Q.E.D. 
4. THE STRUCTURE OF AI/A,, AZ/A,, AJA3, AND As/A, 
We [9] determined the structure of Al/A,, AJA3, and A3/Aq. Now we 
give the structure of A,/A, and AZ/A,. Let G be a finite group with a finite 
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N-series 8, and we consider the finite abelian group W,,, = W,,,(8) for each 
m, and denote by w*, = Vm($) the free abelian group generated by a basis 
of W,,,. Note that such basis elements will have finite order in W,,, but 
infinite order in pm; context will clarify the status of a given element. 
Then we have 
THEOREM 4.1. If G is a finite group with a finite N-series 6, then 
A ,/A3 r VT 0 WJIRT, 
where RT is the subgroup of c 0 W, generated by the elements d(i)2,; + 
(“f’)(Zli V Xii) -T (1 < i < s), and xfji’ = &(x$“). 
ProoJ: By Lemma 3.1, any element y of /1, can be uniquely written as a 
Z-linear combination of (xii - 1) (1 < i < s), (xii - l)(X,j - 1): basic 
(1 < i < j < s), xzi - 1 (1 < i < t), and P(a): basic with W(a) > 3. Then we 
can define a homomorphism y/1 : /i , + (q @ W,)/R f by 
Wl((X,i- l))=n,i t Rf, l<i<s, 
W,((x,i - l)(X,j - 1)) = (xii V -fv) + R;S> (xii - I)(x,~ - 1) basic, 
l<i<j<s, 
vl((x2i- l))=f,i+RT> l<i<t, 
w,@‘(a)) =R:, P(a) basic, W(a) > 3. 
Then we can easily show that for all 1 < i < j < s 
v/1((Xli - l)(X,j - 1)) = (-fli V Xv) + RT* 
Therefore, wl(d(i)(xli - l)(xrj - 1)) = d(i)(fli V Xu) + RT = Rf. And we 
have easily vr((xli - l)d”‘) = Rf, d(i) > 3, 1 < i < S, and vr((X,i - l)e”‘) = 
Rt, 1 < i < t. Thus, by Lemma 3.3 we have w1(A3) = RF. Moreover, w, is 
surjective. Hence w, induces a surjective homomorphism Yy, from /ii/A, to 
(Wf @ WJRf. We show that Yy, is injective. Let U= ci=, Ai(Xri - 1) t 
Cy$:j<S Bij(xIi - l)(xIj - 1) + z= 1 Cj(xu - 1) + A3 be any element of 
Ker Yy, . Put xfii’ = n=, x$x3 (x3 E H3), 1 < i < s; then there are integers 
pi (1 < i < S) such that Ai = Ui d(i) (1 < i < S), Bii = u,(“:“) (1 < i < s, 
d(i) > 3), ui = 0 (1 < i ,< s, d(i) = 2), and Cj = -JJf= r ui b, (1 < j < t), and 
we have B, = 0 (1 < i < j < s). Therefore, 
d(i)>3 
and hence ‘Y, is injective. Thus, Y, is an isomorphism from /i,/A3 to 
VF 0 WJIRT- Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY 4.2 [9, Theorem 61. 
Proof. We consider the following canonical exact sequence 
o-A,/A,~Ai,/A3-rSA,/A2-0. 
Then AZ/A, z Ker v. If we identify A,/A, = (e 0 W,)/RT and A,/A, = 
W, , then we have Ker v = (W, + RT)/R$ E’ WJ( W, ~7 RT) z W, . Q.E.D. 
In the same way as the above we have 
THEOREM 4.3. If G is a finite group with a finite N-series 8, then 
where RT is the subgroup of v 0 W, generated by the following elements 
- 
(I) e(i)%,, - x$), 1 < i < t; 
(II) d(i)(-f, i V Xu) + 
(III) d(j)(f, i V Xv) + (X, i v Xlj v qj) - (fli @ .gi’), 
l<i<j<s; 
- - - 
where xfi” = p2(~fii’), x;?’ = fi,(x$“), and [Xyi”, x,j] = p,( [x:‘!“, x,j])* 
Notation. For simplicity we denote by yv (1 < i < j & s) the elements in 
w, : 
Then we have the following: 
COROLLARY 4.4 [9, Theorem 71. 
A,/& z W,IR,, 
where R, is the subgroup of W, generated by the elements Yij, 1 Q i < j < S. 
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5. THE STRUCTURE OF A,/A, AND Ad/A, 
We [9] determined the structure of /1,//1,. Now we want to determine the 
structure of A,/A, in order to determine that of G n (1 + As). We put 
Xd(i’ = &I~;? . . , x;yx;yx;y . . . x;i y4i, Ii y,iEHd, I<i<s; 
x;;iJ = x!yxfy . . . diu 
x3u Yii, y& E H4, 1 < i < t; 
p) - xfilx.ffZ 
3i - 
fl” 
41 42 **’ h”Y5i9 y5iEH5, 1 <i<u; 
b d(i) 
p 
li 3 Xlj] =x3; x3* **a x3; x4; x4* ***x4; yy, 
cm a$'" a(U) 4'" oy y:“’ E H,, 1 < i < j < s. 
We show the following with yij in the last part Section 4, but here yii are 
considered elements in PQ. 
THEOREM 5.1. If G is a finite group with a Jinite N-series 8, then 
A,/A, z (V 0 W,)/R57 
where RT is the subgroup of v @ W, generated by the following elements: 
- 
(I) f(i),fji -x$), 1 < i < u; 
(II) 
4.i) - - 
( 1 
3 (X,i V X*j V I,j V Xlj) - $$ (-f,j 0 [X:‘I”v xljl> 
4) - 
-d(i) p4([Xfii), xlj]), 1 S i < j S si 
(III) d(i)(flf@ &) + (df)) {(fli V X,i) 0 fzk} - (x;ll”V f,,} 
- g, bir[X*,, ~2k], 1 Q i < s, 1 < k < t; 
(IV) e(k)@, @ X2,) - (fli 0 x$‘), 1 < i Q s, 1 < k < t; 
(V) d(i)(f,i V f,j V Rlk) + 
( 1 
df’ (iqi v fli v .qj v Q 
- { (iY,j V Xl/o @ m} - (if,j 0 [$ji)Y Xlk]) 
- (zlk @I [$j”, x,~]) - [x;‘!“, X,j, x,,], 1 S i S j < k < s; 
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Proof. We may assume that G = H, 2 H, 2 H, 2 Ha 2 H, = 1 (cf. [7, 
Proof of Corollary 71). We define a homomorphism We from A, to v @ W, 
by defining it on the basis for A, given in Lemma 3.3 as follows (all quan- 








lJ/3((Xli- l)d’i’) =f,i v %I[ v 2li, d(i) = 3 
- - - - 
= xii v x1i ’ xl( ’ xii> d(i) = 4, 1 < i < s 
= 0, d(i) >, 5; 
lj/s((X,i - 1)e”‘) = X*i v .]?2i, e(i) = 2 
= 0, e(i) 2 3, l<i<t; 
Wdd(i)hi - l)(x,j - 1)) 
- ( 1 do’ (Xii v I,i v Xii V n*j) + (~,j 0 [X~l”, X,j]) 
+ t-f,, 0 P&f,“‘)) t ji,( [x$“, xu]), 1 Q i < j Q s; 
'Yj((X,i - l)Cxlj - l)(xlk - I)) =Rli ' flj ' flkv 
basic, 1 < i & j < k < s; 
W~((X,i- l)(X*j- I))=X,iOI*j, 1 <i&s, 1 <j<tt; 
Wj((Xji- l))=Z,i, 1 <i< U; 
W3((x,i - l)(xlj - 1)(xlk - 1)(xll - I)) =jfli ’ flj ’ flk ’ x1/, 
basic,l<i<j<k<l<ss; 
w~((x,~ - l)(xlj - l)(xZk - 1)) = (Xii V Xlj) @ flk, basic, 
l<i<j<s, l<k<t; 
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(9) v,((xzi - l)(xzj - 1)) = fzi V f,, basic, 1 < i < j < t; 
(10) w3((xli- l)(xjj- l))=~,i@~,j, 1 <i<s, 1 < j<u, 
(11) W3((x4i-1))=-f4t3 1 <i<v; 
(12) ~#(a)) = 0, basic, IV(a) > 5. 
In order to prove that A,/ll, is canonically isomorphic to (v 0 W,)/RT, 
we have enough to show that Ker w3 sll,, w&4,) = RT, and the canonical 
homomorphism Yy, : /i J/1 5 -+ (Wf @ W,)/RT induced by w, is surjective. 
We begin with 
LEMMA 5.2. Ker vj ~/i,. 
Proof Let U be any element of Ker w3. Assume that U is a Z-linear 
combination of the elements (xii - l)d”’ (1 < i < s, d(i) > 3), (xzk - l)eck’ 
(l<k<t), d(i)(X,i--l)(X,j-1) (l<i<j<s), (Xli-l)(XV-l1)(Xlk-l) 
(1 < i < j < k < S, basic), (Xii - l)(xZk - 1) (1 < i < S, 1 < k < t), (X~~ - 1) 
(l<Z,<u), (x,i-l)(x,,-l)(~lk-l)(~,,-l) (l<i<j<k<l<s, basic), 
Cxli - lHx*j- 1)(XZk - l)(l<i<j<s, l<k<t,basic),(~,~-l)(xzj-1) 
(l<i<j<t, basic), (xii-1)(x3/--1) (l<i<s, l<l<u), (~~~-1) 
(1 <I < v), P(a) (W(a)> 5, basic) with coefficients A,, B,, Cij, Dij,, 
Eik, F,, Gijkl, Hi,k, I,, Jil, K,, L,, respectively. Then we have easily that 
C, = 0 (i < j, d(i) = 2), Ai = Ci,(“:i’) (d(i) = 3), Diii = Cii(“:i’) (d(i) > 4), 
Diij = C,(“y’) (i < j, d(i) 2 3), D,jj = 0 (i < j, d(j) > 3), D,, = 0 (i < j < k), 
Et/c = -I&<! Chtbhky FI = -Ci<j Cija/ W) C, = 0 (mod d(i)) (i < j, d(i) = 3), 9 
A, E C,,(d\‘)) (mod d(i)) (d(i) = 4), Giiii = Ci,(“y’) (mod d(i)) (d(i) > 5), 
Giiu = C,(“$‘)) (mod d(i)) (i < j, d(i) > 4), G,,kl = 0 (mod d(i)) (otherwise), 
H,, = 0 (mod(d(i), e(k))), B, = 0 (mod e(k)) (e(k) = 2), I,j = 0 (mod e(i)) 
(i < j), Jil E -Ch<i Chiai”” - Ch<i C,iChl (mod(d(i), f(Q)>, K, G 
-cicj Ci,/3~” = 0 (mod ND Therefore, we have U= 
-cw d(i)S3C1,(~,i - l)d”’ (x,~ - 1) + U* with some u* E /1,, and hence 
U E /1, since C,, = 0 (mod d(i)) for d(i) = 3. Q.E.D. 
In order to calculate the images of generators of /i, in Lemma 3.5 by wx 
we need to calculate the images of basis elements of w;” and W,, by wJ from 
which we have that v3 is surjective modulo Rt. First, we consider the basis 
elements of IV$: Xii V fv V flk (1 Q i Q j < k < s), z?,~ @ &, (1 < i < S, 
1 < j < t), and 23i (1 Q i < u). The second and third cases are given in (5) 
and (6), respectively. For the first case we have the following: 
LEMMA 5.3. For all 1 Q i < j < k < s, we have 
V3(G,* - 1)(x1, - l)(Xlk - 1)) = Z,, V R,, V flk (mod Rf). 
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Proof. If (Xii - l)(+ - 1)(x1/( - 1) is basic, then this is done by (4). If 
(xii- 1)3=(Xli- 1) ‘({), then this is done by (1). If d(i) = 2, then we have 
easily wj((xli - l)‘(~,~ - 1)) z ~5,~ V Zlj V lSj (mod RT) for all i < j by (3). 
If d(j) = 2, then d(i) = 2 and we have by (II) 
u/3((X,i- l)(X,j- l)“)= v/3(-d(i)(xli- l)(Xlj- 1) + (xii- l)(xfy’- 1)) 
Q.E.D. 
Next we obtain the basis elements of W, : ~,i V XIj V Z,, V fr, (1 < i < 
j < k < l< s), (.Tli V AYtj) @ 22;2k (1 < i < j < S, 1 < k < t), R,i @ -ITIj (1 < i < S, 
l<jja), P,iVZ, (l<i<jjt), andf,, (l<i<v). The third and fifth 
cases are given in (10) and (1 I), respectively, while the fourth case is a 
consequence of (2) and (9). The second case is dealt with in Lemma 5.4 and 
the first in Lemma 5.5. 
LEMMA 5.4. Forall lgiijjsand l<k<t, wehave 
W3(Cxli - l Nxlj - l NX*k - 1)) = (X,i V 2u) 0 f,, (mod RF). 
Proof: If (xii - l)(xij - 1) is basic, then this is done. If i=j and 
d(i) = 2, then by (III} 
Y3 Ctxl i - l Yfi)fX2k - 1 )I 
= y3(-d(i)(xli - l)(xZk - 1) + (xtji) - l)(xzk - 1)) 
+ c bil~XZl,Xtkl 
k<l 
= - d(i)(.fI ,. ‘8 .&) + (x;I:‘) v 22k) + 2 b,{[xz[, xzk] 
k<I 
5 (Xii v R,J 0 sf2k (mod R z), Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. Forall I<i<j<k<l<s, wehave 
v/&x,,- l)(x~-- l)(X,k- 1)(x,,-- l))rz,, VfljVflk “%l (modRT). 
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ProoJ If (xii - l)(xlj - 1)(x,, - 1)(x,, - 1) is basic, then this is done by 
(7). The non-basic cases are divided into the following six. 
(a) (Xii - l)* with d(i) < 4. If d(i) = 4, then this is done by (1). If 
d(i) = 3, then 
= ~3(-~(~)(x~~ - 1y - ( 1 y’ (x, j - l)d”’ + (Xii - l)(xff” - 1)) 
If d(i) = 2, then by Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, and hence by (V) with i = j = k 
W3(fxIi - q4) = Iy3((XI j - 1)*(x,, - l)d”‘) 
= ~3(-~(~)(x~i - 1)3 + (Xii - 1)2(x$” - 1)) 
= -d(i)(Zli v R*f V R,i) + {(fli V 21,) @ 31 
- - - 
= Xii v Xii v Xii v qi (mod Rf). 
(b) (xii - l)3(~,j - 1) with d(i) < 3, i < j. If d(i) = 3, then this is done 
by (3). If d(i) = 2, then by Lemma 5.3 and (V) with i = j 
W3((Xli- l)(xl[- l)d’i’fX*j- I)) 
= fJ/3(4(i)(Xli - 1)2(X,j - l) + (Xii - l)txI’l” - l)t’lj - ‘1) 
= --d(i)(;t,f V Zli V .?*j) t {(-C*i v Zlj) 0 m} + (‘Ii 0 [x!l”9 xljl) 
~ Eli V ~,i V E,i A MU (mod Rt). 
CC) txli- l)(xlj- '1" with d(j) < 3, i < j. If d(j) = 3, then by (II) 
‘Y3(Cxli - l)txIj- 113) 
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+ (Xii - 1)(X$‘,) - 1)) 
E fli V X,j V Xv v XV (mod Rf). 
If d(j) = 2, then by (VI) with j= k, 
V3(Cxli - l)Cxlj - lj3) 
= ~d-d(Wli - l)(X,j- 1)’ + (Xii - l)(X,j- 1)(x$j) - l)) 
= -d(j)@,, V ff,j V Xlj) t { (fli V Z,j) @ J$j’} 
= ic,( v qj v flj v xv (mod R f ). 
(d) (Xl, - l)*(Xlj - l)(Xlk - 1) with d(i) = 2, i < j < k. Then by 
Lemma 5.3 and (V), we have 
v/3((xli - lY"'CXlj - ‘>txlk - ‘1) 
= y+(-d(i)(xli - l)(X,j - l)(~lk - 1) t (xfj” - l)(x,j - l)(xlk - 1)) 
= - d(i)(fli V ~,j V Xlk) t {(f,j V 31,) @ Xfi”} 
+ (Xlj 0 [Xfi”, Xl/(]) t (flk 0 [x;ll’)Y xlj]> + [x;lll)T ‘lj? Xlkl 
_ - - - 
G Xii v x,j v Xlj v Xlk (mod Rf). 
The final two cases (the square taken in the second and third positions 
respectively) follow as in (d). Q.E.D. 
The final step in obtaining the isomorphism is to show the following: 
LEMMA 5.6. y3(A5) = Rf. 
Proof: First we show that w&I,) c Rf. We examine the image of each 
generator of A, given in Lemma 3.5. This is done clearly for the elements of 
types (l)-(5), (9), (1% (15), and (16) in Lemma 3.5. We consider case (6). 
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By Lemma 2. I 
v/3(Cxli - l)(x,j - 1)d”‘) 






+ (f,jO [Xfi’), Xlj]) + F4([X;iIi)3Xlj]) 
- (Xii v Xlj v Xlj v iflj) 
+ (fl, @ qq + (fl, @ &(x:‘i”‘)) = 0 (mod RF). 
For case (7), by Lemma 5.4 and (III) 
= - d(i)(3,i @ f,,) - 
( 1 
df) { (Xl1 v -fli) 0 X*/q} + C bil(‘21 ’ ‘*k) 
I<k 
+ C bi,(fzk V 22,) + C bil[X21y X2kl 
k<l k<l 
= - d(i)@,, @ fzk) - 40 
( 1 
2 {(fli v fli) @it?*;,} - (x:‘I”v &) 
- ;; b,,[x,,, +] = 0 (moW)- 
For case (8), similarly we have W3((Xli - l)(XZk - l)etk’) = 
-e(k)(.fll @ fzk) + (fll @ x;p)) E 0 (mod Rf). For case (1 I), we have 
= - d(i)(xli - I)(X,j - l)(Xlk - 1) - 
( 1 
dy (xii- l)‘(xlj- l)(Xlk- 1)-s.. 
- d(W,i - 1) -yXlj - l)(Xlk - 1) + (x,j - l)(xlk - l)(x;j” - 1) 
+ (Xl, - I)( [x$“, xlk] - 1) f (Xlk - I)( [Xfi*‘, X,j] - 1) 
+ ([x;‘j”, Xlj, Xlk] - l> + c A,P(a)V a: basic, W(a) > 5, A, E Z, 
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and hence by (V) 
= - d(i)& v Xlj v Xlk) - 
( 1 
df’ (Z*( V X,i v R,j v vflk) 
+{(~,jVx,,)O~}+(~,jOIX~)i’,Xlk])+(~lkO[~l) 
+ [x:‘;“, x,j> Xlk] E O (mod RF). 
For case (12), similarly by (VI) we have 
W3(Cxli - l)txlj - l)dcj’(Xlk - ‘>I 
= - d(j)(2,i v xv v Xlk) - 
( ) 
d:j’ (Eli V TV v TV V ilk) 
+ {Xii V sfl/o @ v} + (f[i 0 [X:‘,!“‘, x*J) 
s 0 (mod RT). 
For case (13), similarly by (VII) we have w3((xLi - l)(X,j - 1) 
(xlk - l)d’k’) = 0 (mod RF). For case (14), if (xii - 1)(x,/ - 1) is basic, then 
this is done by (8). If d(i) = 2, then by (III) 
v3(tdti), e(k))(xlf - 1 )‘tX2k - ’ >) 
= (d(i), e(k)){-d(i)((if,i V Zli) @ 22,) $ (Xfi” V X2,) 
+ c bif[X2f, Xtkl 1 
k<l 
= (d(i), e(k)) (dy’) { (Rli V ~,i) @ ii&} z 0 (mod Rf). 
Next we show that R;F c w3(A5). We obtain each element of generators of 
types W(W in turn. Developing (xji - 1 )rcn by Lemma 2.1, we have 
f(i)(x3i- 1)-(X-$“- l)EA,, and hence the element of type (I) is 
contained in w3w. Evolving (d(j)/d(i))(X,i - l)d”’ (X,j - 1) - 
(xii - 1)(x,, - l)d’i’ by Lemma 2.1, we have 
d(j) 49 
-( 1 d(i) 2 
(Xii - l)‘(X,j - 1) - (Xlf- l)(XJj- 1)2 
4.i) 
+(X~i-l)(X;‘,!J’-l)-~(x,j-l)(x~~f’-l)- dti) do [yy, Xlj] 
48 40 
+ d(i) 3 -( 1 
(Xii - 1)3(x,j- 1) - Cx*i - lNxlj - ‘I3 
43 
- - (Xl, 
49 
- l)( [x$.), Xlj] - l) EAST 
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and hence the element of type (II) is contained in ~~(‘1~). Considering 
(x, [ - 1 )d”‘(X,, - 1) by Lemma 2.1, we have 
d(i)(X,i - l)(XZk - I) + 
( 1 
~~) Cxli- 1)2(x*k - l> 
-(xy- l)(XZk- l)EA,, 
and hence the element of type (III) is contained in w3(As). Similarly, we have 
e(k)(xi, - l)(xZk - 1) - (xii - l)(x:Lk’ - 1) E A,. Developing (Xii - l)d”’ 
(xu - 1)(x,, - 1) by Lemma 2.1, we have 
(i) d(i)(x,, - l)(x,j - l)(xlk - 1) t 
( 1 
‘y) txli - 1)2(xlj - l>(xlk - ‘1 
- (X,j - l)(Xlk - 1)(X:‘,“’ - 1) - (X,j - l)( [X:‘l”, Xlk] - 1) 
- (X,, - l)( [X:‘l”, X,j] - 1) - ( [X~i(i’, X*j, Xlk] - 1) E (i, ) 
and hence the element of type (V) is contained in v/&t&. Similarly we have 
(ii) d(j)(x,, - l)(xij - l)(xlk - 1) t 
( 1 
d’2j) txli - l)txlj - 1)z(xlk - l> 
- (Xii - l)(Xlk - l)(x:‘j’j’ - 1) - (Xii - l)([x:‘j’j’, Xl/J - 1) E A, 
and 
(iii) d(k)(Xli - l)(X,j - l)(XIk - 1) t 
( 1 
df) Cxli- l)(xlj- ‘KXlk- ‘1’ 
-(xii- l)(x,j- l)(xy- l)EA,. 
Here we note that relation (ii) with i = j < k is equal to that of (i) with 
i = j< k, and relation (iii) with i < j = k is equal to that of (ii) with 
i < j = k. Therefore, we have R t c v/~(A 5) and hence R $ = y3(A 5). Q.E.D. 
Thus we obtain an injective canonical homomorphism !Pj: As/A5 + 
(WF @ W,)/Rf since Ker I,Y~ G Ai,, but as we stated just before Lemma 5.3, 
wj is surjective modulo Rf and hence Yy, is surjective. Thus, we proved that 
the canonical homomorphism Yy, : Ai,/A, -+ (@ 0 W,)/Rf is an 
isomorphism, which completed the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
COROLLARY 5.7. A,/A,z W,/(W,nRT). 
Proof: We consider the following canonical exact sequence 
o-A4/A5~A3/A5~A~/Ag-0. 
Then Ad/A5 z Ker q, and if we identify A,/A, z (v @ W,)fRT and 
A,/A, g W3/R4, we have by Lemmas 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5, 
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~(~liVx,jVx,,+RT)=x,iVff,jV~lk+R4 (l(i<j<k<s), q(zii@ 
z,~+R~)=Z,~@R~~+R~ (l<i<s, l<k<t), q&+RT)=%+R, 
(1 < I < u), and Ker 7 G ( W, + R$)/RF. Let U be any element of Ker ?, then 
we may put 
U= C Aijk(~li V ifu V xI~) + C Bik(mfli 0 X2,) + C C,X,, + U* + RF 
i$j<k i,k I 
with some u* E W,. Then there are integers Uij (1 < i < j < S) such that 
Aiij E uij(d(j)/d(i))(d:“) (mod d(i)) (i < j), A, E -Uij(“y’) (mod d(i)) 
(i < j), Bik = xi</, u,ttb,, - Ch<iUdd(O/d(h)) bhk (modGW9 44)) and 
C, = --x1, j u,(d(j)/d(i)) a!“’ (mod f(l)), and we have A,ii = 0 (mod d(i)) 
and A,, = 0 (mod d(i)) (i ( j ( k). Therefore, it follows that U = 
c i<j Uijyij + U”” + RT with some v** E W, , and hence Ker q c 
{$;(;,lZi)i;z = (W, + Rf)/Rf. Thus we have Ker q = (W, + RT)/RT Z’ 
4 4 5 * Q.E.D. 
6. THE FIFTH DIMENSION SUBGROUPS 
We [9] determined the fourth dimension subgroup Gn { 1 +rl,} of any 
finite group through the structure of li 3//14. Now we determine G n { 1 + .4 5 ) 
by considering the structure of A,/A,. In order to consider the fifth 
dimension subgroups of groups, we may restrict them to finite nilpotent 
groups of class 4. Then we may assume that G is a finite group with an N- 
series 8: G = H, 2 H, 3 H, 1 H., 3 H, = 1. Also here we use the same 
notation as in the first part of Section 5. Since H, is abelian, we write 
additively the multiplication in H,. 
We want to determine Gn {I +A,}. Since Gn {l +A,} =H3, we have 
G n { 1 + As} c H,. Let as be the canonical homomorphism from H, to 
AdA defined by @J~(x)=x- 1 +/1, (xEH3). Then Ker@,= 
Gn { 1 + As}. If we identify A,/A, with (fl@ W,)/RT, then we have 
Ker a5 = {g E H, 1 w3(g- 1) E Rf}. Assume that v3(g- 1) is a Z-linear 
combination of the elements of types (I)-(VII) with coeffkients ui, uii, qk, 
I vik, Wijk, wjjk and w:$k, respectively. Considering the coefficient of 
3,i V Xlj V Xlk, we have 
wiii = 0, 1 < i < s; 
+ wiij d(i) + W;;i d(j) = 0, 1 < i < j < S; 
(A) 
-Uij + Wii/ d(i) + wijj d(j) = 0, 1 < i < j < S; 
wjjk d(i) + W:jk d(j) + ~2~ d(k) = 0, 1 < i < j < k < S. 
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The coefficient of 2,i @ z& implies the following: 
CB) 
Comparing with coefficient of Xii V Xlj V Xlk V X,1, we have 
uij!$f (df) + Wiij (df)) = 0 (mod d(i)), 1 ( i < j < s; 
(c) wijj(df))+w~ij(d~))~O(modd(i)), l<i<j<s; 
-uij(dy’) tw;jj(dy’) = 0 (mod d(i)), 1 < i < j < s; 
,,I~~~(~:)), wijX( dy)), w;~~( “1”)) =O(modd(i)), 
l<i<j<k<s. 
The coefficient of (.VIi V XIj) @ .jZzk implies the following: 
Uik 
- C whiibh, - c wyihbh,- 0 
h<i iih 
CD) 
(mod(d(i), e(k))), 1 < i < s, 1 < k < t; 
C Whijbh, $ x W;hjbh, + C ‘+‘Yjkbtz, E 0 
h<i i<h<j j<h 
(mod(d(i), e(k))), 1 Q i < j < s, 1 < k Q t. 
Considering the coefficient of ,?li @ Xjl, we have 
-,TGh WgihalghLg~Gi Wghia!gh’ - izGh Wjgha?h’ T ’ 
(mod(d(i), f(l))), 1 < i < s, 1 < I < u. 
The coefficient of ~3~~ V Xzr implies the following: 
C Vikbik 3 0 (mod e(k)), 1 < k Q t; (F) 
$~~~b,,+T~,h.-O(mode(k)), l<k<l<t. 
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Comparing with coefficients of I,, and &,, we have that the coefficient off,, 
in tq3(@,(g)) is u,f(l) - Ci,,ui,(d(j)/d(i))al”‘, while that of Z4, is 
-Ci UiAl - Ci<j Uij(d(.81d(i)) PI”’ - Cl<j UikCCj<k biklP) - Ci(j<k 
wijk 
#ik) where [qk) 
cyEl fy~x41. 
xu] = cy=r YiU’Xsr and [x$i), x,j, xlk] = 
Then we have 
g = - C Uij $(f [xfii), xlj] - 2 Vik 
i<j i,k 
- c Wijk[X~~‘)> xlj9 Xlk]* 
i<i<k 
Thus we have the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. G n { 1 + AS} is equal to the subgroup generated by the 
elements 
l<k<f 
+ c Wijk[Xfi(i)? xlj, Xlk] 
l<i<i<k<s 
for all integers uij (1 & i < j < s), vik (1 < i < s, 1 < k < t), vik (1 < i < s, 
1 <k< t), wijk (1 <i< j< k<s), W:jk (1 <i < j< k<s), and wyjk 
(1 < i < j < k < s) satisfying conditions (A)-(F). 
From here on we want to prove Corollary 6.11. Lemmas 6.2-6.7 convert 
the six conditions (A)-(F) in turn into statements useful for the proof of 
Corollary 6.11. 
LEMMA 6.2. Relations (A) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 imply 
(A,) c wi,j[x~~‘)~ Xlj, X*l] = C wiij[xII, xlj, 4i”l 
i<j l<’ 
(4) z, wij,[x% XII, +I 
= & uij (“‘2j’) [x11, x1,, Xl’1 - & w;,,h w9 XI’1 
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- z wijj (“!f ) [xlj,xli9 xljT xljl* 
ProoJ: By Lemma 2.3 and (A) we have 
- z wiij ry’) Ix*j9 xli9xliT xlil 
=- c 
i<j 
Uij~ (dy’) [Xli,Xy,xli] - z w~~j[xli,x~~j)~xlil 
- z wiij rf’) Lxlj, xli~xliY xlil 
- g, wYij ( dy’) LxljT xliy xljp xlil* 
Similarly we have (AZ). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.3. From relations (B) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 it follows 
that 
z, Uij[x,i, P3(Xtjj))] + z uij # [P3(xliii))~ xljl 
Xii] - 2 C Uij[Xliy X:‘:j’] 
i,k id 
43 44 
- C ‘“d(i) 
icj 
( 2 ) [xli9xlj~xlil + C uij ( ‘!I) [xli,X~j,X*j] 
iij 
+c Uikd(i)[XZk,Xli] - c uij 
i,k i<j 
d(j) 
+ 2 uij 3 ( 1 [XliYXlj9XljrX~j] = 0 id 
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and 
+ c 4, d(j) ( 1 2 h Xl,, x1,9 +I = 0. id 
ProoJ Since Ck b,,[x,,, x,J = [x$“, xll] - [&x$)), x,J, summing up 
(B) multiplied by [xZk, x,~] for all k and i, we have 
+ c Uii 
ki 
g [p3(xfjf)), x,,] + ; uik d(i)[xzk, ql] 
+ c u;,[x;~k’, x,J = 0. 
i,k 
On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3 
4.8 - xy, x,,] = [Xll, x:‘:“] + 
d(i) ’ 
4.i) - ( 1 2 ’ xliy xlj, x*,l + $f (“r’) [Xl,9 Xl,, X1,9 Xl,] 1 
4.i) - ( 1 3 ’ Xli¶ Xl,, Xl,, 4~ 
and hence we have the first desired equation. To obtain the second one, we 
sum up (B) multiplied by [xZk7 x1,, xl*] for all k and i, and hence 
z u&II:~)9 43 d(f) ~li ~lll - c Q- d(i) ‘x II id 9 Xlj, x1,1 = 0. 
Therefore by Lemma 2.3 we have the second desired equation. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.4. Relations (C) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 imply 
-( 1 
d(j) d(i) [
“j d(i) 3 x*I~x~j~xI1~xIII + wfij [xI{,xV,XIi,XI{] =O, 
l<i<j,<s; 
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-"ij 
4.i) 
( 1 3 [ xliY xljv xlj, X,j] + Wijj 
d(j) 
( 1 2 ’ xliT xlj3 xlj, X,j] = 09 
Proof. Clear. 
lx lk~Xl/~Xlk~ Ii x ]=O, I<icjck,<s. 
LEMMA 6.5. 
that 
From Relations (D) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 it follows 
(Dl) 2 W/jj[Xfji),X,j,X,j] =z V/k (df’) [x2k~xli~xli] 
i<j 
- C wI;ij[xtj’)Y xliv xl(], 
i<j 
(DA zj w;,[x~~‘)~ Xlf, X,jl = g, w;,jbl,, Xl , XY’I 
= i$ck w;k 
I 
$$ [x:‘ji’3 Xlk9 xlj] - [x$‘)v Xlk7 xli] 1 
d(k) 
+ c w:jk d(i) ix;:‘), Xlk, xl,] - [x;‘:k’V x,,, x,,] * 
i<j< k I I 
Proof. Summing up the first relation multiplied by [xZk, xii, x,!] for all k 
and i, we have 
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and hence 
Similarly summing up the second relation multiplied by [xZk, xIi,xIj] and 
LX2k, xlj, xl,] for all k and i, respectively, we have 
(1) 2 wijk[xf~*‘~ xljy Xlk] + 2 w;k[$~‘T xii? Xlk] 
i<j<k i<j(k 
d(k) 
+ C Wyjk[Xlk ,X,i,X,j] =O 
i<i<k 
(2) C wijk[x:‘i”7 Xlk9 x,j] + x w;k[x!y)P ‘lk, x,iI 
i<j<k i<j<k 
+ C w;jk[xf~‘Y x,j, xii] = 0. 
i<j<k 
Since wuk = -w&(d(j)/d(i)) - w’;,(d(k)/d(i)) (i < j < k), by (1) it follows 
that 
+ i<T<k W’i;k I 
d(k) - [xy), Xlj, d(i) Xlk] - [Xyik’~ Xl/, x,j] I * 
Similarly by (2) we have (D3). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.6. Relations (E) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 imply 
+ 2 Wijk[Xf% Xlk, xl,l + c W,,k[Xf?yxlj, Xlk] 
f<i<k i<J<k 
+c d(j) w;k[xlj 9 Xlk 9 Xii] = 0. 
i<j<k 
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Prooj Summing up (E) multiplied by [x3,, xii] for all 1 and i, we have 
the desired equation. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 6.7. From Relations (F) in the proof of Theorem 6.1 it follows 
that 
Proof: Summing up the second part of (F) multiplied by [xzI, xZk] for all 
k < 1, then we have 
On the other hand, 
8 Vlk[X2k, x:‘i”l = & (2;: ‘ihk - T ‘tkb,,) [xZ,, X2kl 
= -2 z ‘fk 
, ( 
Q.E.D. 
By Lemmas 6.2 and 6.5 we have the following: 
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and 
Proof: Substituting ,YJrij w~&Y~~, xc’), xl,] and Ci<j wIIj[x:‘i”), xIj, xu] 
of Lemma 6.8 in (D1) of Lemma 6.5, we have 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 2.3(3) and Theorem 6.1(C) we have 
1 
and similar equations for ~j,~(d(j)/d(i))[x$~), xIj, x,,J, w’;,(d(k)/d(i)) [x$“, 
Xlk, x,/l, and w;;,(d(k)/d(i))[x:‘I”, x,j, xIk]. Then by Lemma 2.3, the last two 
terms of the above equation is equal to 
3 2 w;k[xIi~xlj d(j), Xlk] - 3 C Wtk[Xyik),Xli> Xlj]. 
i<,<k i<,<k 
Therefore 
0 = 3 c w;k[x,i, x;jj), +] - 3 c w’;/k[xf:kk), x11, x,,l 
i<,<k i<,<k 
+ g, WYij d(j) ( ) 2 Lx*,9 xli, xlj’ xIil* 
Here by the Witt identity we have [x,~, xii, xii, x,,] = [x,,, xl,, xrj, x,J and 
by Lemma 6.4, the last two terms is equal to zero. Hence we have 
Lemma 6.9. Q.E.D. 
Furthermore, we have 
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LEMMA 6.10. 
2 c ~,,hX:‘:‘~l + c Ufi q) do [x$“, Xlj, Xlj] 
id id 
Proof. Eliminating C 
X,j], and Ci,k &[$lk), 
i<j ulj[xI19 P3(xfjj’)l, Ci<j uu(d(j)/d(i>>[P,(x:‘Ii’), 
x,J in Lemmas 6.3 and 6.6, we have 
By expanding the index sets of the last three terms we obtain the equation 
0 = (the first seven terms) 
By Lemma 6S(D,), the second part of Lemma 6.8, and wUk = 
-wijk(d(j)/d(i)) - W’&(d(k)/d(i)) (i < j < k), we have 
d(j) 40 
O = - 2 C uij[xllY xfj”l - C uijd(i) 2 ix113 xlj9 x*i] 
i<j id ( 1 
- s uij (“1”‘) IXIIYXI/VXIJI +X uikd(i)[X~k,Xlil 
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The above expressions in W;k and WY& simplify to 
-3 x W;j&+, x;:‘j’, +k] + 3 2 w&&f;kk’9 x,j, xv]- 
i<J<k idck 
Substituting for these values from Lemma 6.9 and simplifying, we obtain 
0 = - 2 C u*j(X,i, X$“] + 2 oik W[X,k, XJ -C ofk 40 
iii i,k i,k ( 1 2 ixZky XIir xlil 
d(.i> - C Uij- 
i<j 49 
[Xfj”, X,j, X*j] - C uij$# (4’) [xl[Y xlj, xliY X1(] 
id 
On the other hand, we have by Lemma 6.4 
and 
S uii ( d!jj’) 
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ix liy 
Therefore we have the desired equation. 
As its corollary of Theorem 6.1 we have 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6.11. If G is a finite group with an N-series G = 
H,zH,z.+. IH,,sH,+,?..., then the exponent of G n { 1 + A5}/H5 is 
divisible by 3!. In particular the exponent of D5(G)/GS is divisible by 3!. 
Proof: We may assume that H, = 1. Let g E G n ( 1 + /i, } be 
represented in the form in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Then we have 
6g = 6 x [Xii, ~:',!j'] + 6 x Wjjk[Xli, Xyjj), Xlk] - 6 C Wi,[Xfik’k), Xii, X,j] 
i<j i<j<k i<j<k 
[ 
Xii, X,j, Xii] t 6 2 V' I k rk (c b,,[x2,,x2kl) 
.. k<l 
since 2 Ci<j Wijj(d:i’)[XV, Xl!, xli, X,j] = 2 Ci<j Wiij(d:“)[Xli’ xlj, xliT 
xlij =O. By Lemmas 6.9 and 6.10 
6g=-3 c uij Xlj, X,j] t 3 C Vik[X2k, x?!~‘] 
i<j i,k 
-2 C Uij 8 (df’) [Xii, X,j, X,i] - 2 2 Uij ( ‘:I) lxli9 xlj, xIjl 
i<j i<j 
t 2 2 Vik XZk, xii> xlil + 6 x ‘ij 
i,k icj 
Now we obtain 
[XZk,xli?Xli] = 2 c wiij [xljYxliVxli9 xlj] 
i<j 
and by Lemma 6.7 
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Hence 
4.8 
- 2 s, uij ( dy’) lxli, x1j9 xljl- 
Since ul,(d(j)/d(i))(d:“) = 0 (mod d(i)) by Theorem 6.1(A), we have 
zj “’ d(i) 
dO [Xfi”, X,j, Xlj] 
= g uij$J d(i)[x,i,x,j,x,jl + (df’) Ixli,Xi/.X~i~Xljl! 
I 
Furthermore, since d(i) d(j)[x,,, xlj, xii] = 0 = d(j)*[xli, xlj, xlj], we have 
4u 4.0 40 
i’ d(i) 2 -( 1 
[xlt,xlj,xlil =2u,d(.Nd(i)- l)[xli,xlj>xlil 
and 
Hence 
6g = -2 c u,j dW[x,,, x,j, xii] - 2 C uijd(j)[xli~ x,/T X,jI* id id 
By the second of Lemma 6.3 
since 2 ,YJ,<i u,d(j)[x,,, xI~, xii, x,j] = 2 Ci<j uU(dY’)[x,i, xlj, xlj’xli] = 0. 
Thus we have 6g = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.12. Let G be any finite group with an N-series G = 
H, 2 H, z . . . 2 H, 2 H,,+ 1 I> . . . . If G is 3!-torsion free, then G n 
{l +A,}=H,for 1 <k<5. 
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It is well known that the exponent of G n { 1 + /14}/H4 is divisible by 2!, 
and we proved that the exponent of G n { 1 + A,}/H, is divisible by 3!. So 
we present he following: 
Problem. Let G be a finite group with an N-series G = H, 11, H, 2 
. . . ~H,~H,+l~--.. Is the exponent of G n { 1 + A,}/H,, divisible by 
(n - 2)! for any II > 2? 
If this problem is affirmatively proved for all n > 2, then it is a 
generalization of the well-known results of Cohn [l], Quillen [6], and 
Sjogren [8]. 
In a separate paper, we shall show that D,(G) = G, = 1 for the counterex- 
amples G to D,(G) = G, which we constructed in [9], namely, D,,(G)3 G, = 
D,(G) = G, = 1 for these 2-groups G. Moreover, we shall construct coun- 
terexamples to D,(G) = G, . 
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